2020 Community Garden Rental Rules

Garden Care & Maintenance

- All rental gardeners are responsible for the maintenance and upkeep of their garden rental plot(s). Watering, weeding, harvesting and any other garden-related tasks are the sole responsibility of each gardener.

- Be mindful that this is a shared space. When your garden plot(s) become overgrown with weeds, it makes it more difficult for your fellow gardeners to maintain their garden plot(s).

- Garden plot(s) should be cared for at least once a week. Weeds should not exceed 12 inches in height. (It is your responsibility to contact DCCG if you are unable to care for your garden plot(s) in any given week. Any garden plot that remains unattended for more than three weeks, is subject to reassignment by DCCG.)

- When watering your garden plot(s), never leave community garden property with a hose attached to the community pump. You may arrange for fellow gardeners to water your garden plot(s), when you are unable.

- All rental gardeners may harvest vegetables and flowers only from their own garden(s).

- By December 1, 2020, all rental gardeners are responsible for clearing their plot(s) of all plant material and leaving the garden rental plot(s) as it was found in the spring. (Failure to clear your rental garden plot(s), will incur a $50.00 fee for DCCG to complete this task.)

- Children are welcome in the community gardens. All rental gardeners must ensure children are accompanied by an adult and supervised at all times.

Fees

- Garden plot rental fees are due in full by May 1, 2020.

☐ I agree to abide by the 2020 DCCG Community Garden Rental Rules as stated here.

Garden Renter signature: ____________________________________________________________

Thank you and see you in the gardens!